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A. Site assessment forms and detailed data
A blank copy of each of the proforma used in data collection is provided for information
below. A detailed set of data is available in Excel format for each of the data sets from
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/livelycities.
Behaviour mapping
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Counting

Map of entrances to project area where counting
was carried out by volunteers.

Counting of people passing through the project area
was undertaken in two different ways.
1. User count per entrance and time: Data collected
on 3, 6 and 12 October 2012 by volunteer
fieldworkers who counted number of people
(pedestrians, vehicles, cyclists) coming in or going
out of the project area per ‘entry point’ (as shown
on map on the left) over a 10-minute period within
particular time slots (8.30-9.30; 10.30-11.30; 13.0014.00; 15.00-16.00).
2. Pedestrian counter: placed by pavement in front of
St. Bartholomew’s Church operating between 26
September and 5 November 2012.

Site assessment form for the user count per
entrance and time.
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Local businesses questionnaire
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Onine questionnaire
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Origin / Destination audit

Parking audit
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People in the space questionnaire
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Resident questionnaire
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St Bartholomew’s School parents questionnaire
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Soundscaping
Site assessment form
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Wi-Fi questionnaire
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B. Transcripts of responses
This section of the report details all the written comments received via the various surveys
that asked respondents to provide more detailed comments and suggestions.
Local businesses questionnaire
What improvements would you make?
 to try and stop people drinking and taking drugs in the area.
 get rid of the street drinkers
 less graffiti and rubbish
 more shops , cafes and restaurants
 wide screen TV for sport
 none, haven’t seen it
Online questionnaire
Comments
 I can't comment on some of the above so have left them blank. I have noticed that since
the changes there is greater diversity of people using the area as a result I feel much more
comfortable using the area. Well done!
 You have removed the disabled parking places in Ann Street. I realise this is, hopefully,
only for two weeks, but it does make access much more difficult. …
 The concept, the materials used, the bilious green, are all miserably inappropriate to the
area. The overall effect is silly, sad and shoddy. The loss of residents' parking is not
justified by this sorry exercise.
 Well done - hope you succeed. As an owner of an apartment in Blackmore Court (opposite
Sainsbury), and a DOG OWNER, apart from the green belt in Providence Place opposite
St Bartholomew’s Church there is NO other place to take a dog for a walk & natural relief.
What improvements would you make?
 Sprucing up all the building fronts to the east side.
 Restrictions to through traffic would be good. I would also like any one-ways to be two-way
for cycles, I use my bike a lot and this would really help.
 While I am delighted that this garden and the adjacent area is the topic of discussion for
improvement, I must raise the issue of disabled parking as I am a disabled driver requiring
access to shops within a short distance of Ann Street.
 Clean the back of the shops that overlook the park/green area
 Please do not take away the disabled parking in Anne Street. We disabled people are
finding it hard enough to shop in London Road since Francis Street closed.
 See my answer to Q5.1. The small fenced off area can be clearly sign as the "Dog poop
relief area" with notices to the effect that droppings should be recovered by the owner and
placed in the poop bin - failing which a fine - maybe a CTV camera to identify.
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Origin / Destination
Comments
 Attracts drinkers. Difficult for businesses to do deliveries.
 Like the square, but not the fake grass as a surface. Can make it difficult for deliveries.
 Preferred previous graffiti on art wall. Difficult to park in Brighton.
 This is odd. Not sure what it is for. Practical solution needed. Better in another place not
here given it is a problematic area.
 Shabby. Waste of energy.
 Like promotion of community activity but concerned over church community.
 Like the ping pong and decking/steps. Performance area doesn't look finished. The rears
of the buildings still look scruffy. These need improvement to make the space enjoyable
 Couldn't see lights (as daylight)
 Not noticed the events
 Don't like loss of parking as used to use this regularly.
 Like the project but the residents should be happy with the changes. Their consultation
responses should come first
 Deliveries are difficult for lorry drivers
 Please keep it! The drunks are not good for the kids and residents.
 I like the table tennis.
 Astroturf is good, but there is too much traffic. I don't like the art wall, the colours are
wrong, needs more green. The public needs to be better informed, the PR is poor.
 I don't like the café van outside my house.
 A lot of money is being spent. It's a waste of money.
 Difficult to park.
 Nice if lit at night. Ok to restrict lorries as long as can make deliveries. Removing parking
doesn't affect her.
 Really nice idea, like all of it. Restricting lorries and parking bays a good idea
 Be good if had pull-up bars and similar sports facilities. Don't see the function of the steps.
Solar powered lighting. Would like Square if real grass. Seating in Ann Street should
relate to Costa. Parking n/a
 Parking needs resolving
 Haven't really noticed Events of Wi-Fi. Changes should be permanent. Should have a
nicer surface treatment to Ann Street that links park to Church. The disabled parking
needs resolving, which could be done through a shared space
 No handrail to the steps so can't use them (due to disability). Café unnecessary as there
is a Costa already. Square takes up disabled spaces. Lots of disabled spaces have been
lost in the area already, such as the bays outside the open market. Need to think about
the cumulative effect.
 Much nicer, friendly. Table tennis good idea. Hopefully will discourage street drinkers.
Concern over drinkers. Plenty of parking elsewhere
 Wi-Fi will bring more people. Performance area could be bigger. Café is innovative.
Lighting is brilliant
 What about lorry drivers and deliveries?
 Don’t think steps will be used as seating. Not enough play areas generally. What about
the weather/rain? Square is cool. Restricting lorries excellent idea. Where do you park if
use space?
 No winos, but maybe this is just temporary? Needs better PR. Fewer cars, which is good.
The seating looks too temporary.
 Usually avoided area. Better without fencing because of dogs. Wi-Fi nice in summer. Art
wall not very colourful. Like the Citroen van. Like Ann Street Square but lacks something.
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 Not good for dog walkers, but good for others. The disabled parking has been removed,
which is not good.
 Removal of fence better than before. Events good for bringing community together. Free
Wi-Fi very good idea.
 Street drinkers are invited to populate the area because of the steps. This is very
damaging for the church and the people that go to it to pray and to attend concerts. I would
like a nice garden with fruit trees and a big sign with "Strictly NO DRINKING allowed"
 Removal of fence deters street drinkers. Art wall helps stop tagging. Ann St square - good
to sit outside café, better than parking.
 I need to go to Costa coffee and I have a severely disabled passenger in my car but there
are no parking spaces
 Need more areas for kids, scooters and skateboarders. Performance area looks a bit
temporary at the moment. Ann St Sq is cute and quirky. Area always short of parking so
removal of bays makes little difference.
 I can't chain my dog. Does the Wi-Fi work? The art wall is boring, No disabled parking is
not fair.
 I don't live here but I think it looks nice!
 I just like it in general
 Any change is brilliant, no railings open up the space, it has become less closed/restricted,
maybe less drinkers will frequent it
 smaller café preferred
 If it stops the drinkers I'm happy
 Comfortable seating for maybe homeless. Stop all trucks. Too many cars
 Stain or colour steps
 Wooden seats useful for the students to sit and smoke on
 Work opportunities for college students, removal of fence could expose people to anti
social behaviour
 Opens up the space, makes it more useable
 Opens up space making it more welcoming. Railings were unfriendly
 Removal of parking bays difficult for residents
 Disabled parking
 Tripped on stairs. Need more signs
 The table tennis is less useful, but still it's good
 The smell of the cooking is not good
 It makes no difference to me, because I don't leave in this area, but the change is good for
the neighbourhood
 The removal of the fence is good if there's no dogs around, everything is good, can't
criticise, and the fake grass is interesting and unusual
 Didn't like the drunk people, but now it's better. It's good to restrict the cars
 Not sure about the car park bays removal
 Like the cooking
 It's much more open now, and like the grill thing
 Provide more bins. Child play area, swings. Art wall for children, small café , removable
poles. Pedestrianise the area.
 Better looking with less traffic.
 Better. The parking spaces are only used by residents.
 Needs more policing. Lots of children and lots of drug use and street drinkers. Liked the
café and the street lighting. Lorries need to deliver.
 Preferred fencing around the area as respondent felt it was safer to bring her grandchild
into park and felt that the steps leading down onto the road wasn't safe either. Living on
Ann Street she felt that any events would be noisy. She didn't feel the art wall was any
improvement. Being a resident, she wasn't a fan of the removal of the parking bays.
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 Respondent felt that the art wall wasn't really anything special. Use of the area very much
dependent on weather. Lighting makes the area safer at night. Removal of parking bays,
especially disabled ones not good.
 If performances are to take place, would be good to advertise somewhere noticable. Use is
weather dependent. Noticed that the greenery in the Square (Ann Street) was starting to
fold - didn't like. Liked the openess but the school run made it difficult to move further up
the street. Wasn't happy about the lack of disabled bays.
 Felt crepe van was a great idea. Again, weather an issue. More people using the area
keeps the street drinkers away? Makes the area feel safer. Restriction of lorries safer for
children, cyclists etc. Disabled bays are needed plus school run should be better
controlled.
 Use of space would depend on who's occupying it (drinkers etc would put respondent off).
Art wall as it is goes well with the trees ("forest illusion"). Crepe van a great idea. The Ann
St square is disjointed from the rest of the project and is impractical. Restriction of lorries
and car parking is bad for business where respondent works.
 Didn't feel removal of fence was necessary. Thought the steps and greenery could
become slippery when wet - hazard for children etc. Has seen seating moved - open to
vandalism? Commented that the disabled bays had gone.
 There should be facilities for the children to play around in the park
 Just moved here.
 Only noticed seating at side of Costa.liked it.
 Like the event if not too noisy.
 Easier to cross park. Feels less confined.
 But where is disabled parking?
 Really like the removal of the fence and the introduction of the steps. Somewhere to eat
her lunch now. With some things like the art wall and the performance area like the idea of
it but not the design - could be done better. Hope they don’t put the railings back as it’s just
a big dogs’ toilet.
 Love it. Would like to pedestrianise it. Looks lovely full of people.
 Need more parking.
 Don’t like the removal of fence. Performance area is ridiculous. Drinkers and homeless use
the seating.
 Like the music. Need to get rid of the drugs.
 All seems a bit pointless.
 Good way to get people to socialise more.
 Because it will attract homeless to be here.
 Like bright colours.
 Please, please replace some disabled bays for this reason as they will be detrimental to
severely disabled and sick people but a change for the better is always welcome in
Brighton's bad spots and possibly will reduce drug problems.
 Risky/liable steps. Waterloo in London has commissioned art wall and works well. Seating
is at the expense of the loading bay. Arrange loading area.
 What is the purpose of the steps? Like the square but concerned about artificial grass: Is it
fire proof? Parking bay: from a selfish point of view, not essential though.
 Need to work and need parking bays.
 Openness good. Positive about development.
 Parking permits for working people (van permits cost a lot).
 Increased seating could increase homeless people coming here.
 Hadn't noticed the removal of fence and performance area. Café would work in the
summer. Removal of parking bays good if they are replaced elsewhere for residents.
 There is already limited parking.
 Steps should be metal ones, because wooden ones won't last.
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 Although it's not convenient to remove parking bays it adds more green so it's good.
 Steps too high & removes disabled parking. Performance area too small & cars in front.
Square - nonsense. Restricted access bad for lorry drivers. Removal of parking bays need disabled.
 Harder to access for deliveries.
 Disabled parking bays.
What improvements would you make?
 Provide school drop off/pick up bays.
 Introduce handrails to steps. Looks dangerous now.
 Provide loading bays and make sure no cars park in it.
 Doesn't know what improvements will rid the area of "undesirables".
 The only dislike and quite traumatic change is that beside Costa coffee there were facility
parking spaces for the disabled and this will make it impossible for disabled people to
access shopping and banking.
 Disabled people can park in loading bays affectin gloading vehicles. Need for dedicated
loading bay.
 A bit more parking for school.
 Like the play park in Happy Valley for a unique approach to play equipment.
 Parking is all pay and display. Parking charges too high. Free parking and less traffic
wardens. Zebra crossing for school.
 Need to engage public development.
 A covered place with seating in the corner so people come in raining days.
 More green flowers.
 Opening up of area by removal of railing/fence not enclosed space so less ownership by
local drinkers & drug users.
 No traffic wardens.
 More parking.
 Short term parking in a Saturday perhaps 1 hour slots.
People in the space questionnaire
Comments
 Feels like in America. Warm comfortable.
 More open. Not bothered. Discourage drunks.
 Seating uncomfortable.
 Preferred style of previous graffiti art.
 Concern over misuse by skateboarders.
 Dangerous for children. Slippery when wet.
 Not sure about traffic proximity. Concern over affecting businesses.
 Not sure what the purpose of the steps is. Free wall graffiti.
 Waste of time. Needs to be viable. Can't see lighting. On balance but death of cheap
parking in Brighton.
 Path side but not the railing facing the road. Concerns about safety. Seating is a bit
weather dependent and can attract street drinkers. Looks nice at moment but don't know
how practical sanitary/dog poo.
 Safety issues. Seating needs to be water resistant. Café is expensive. Area needs more
parking.
 Like to sit on the steps.
 Worry that the tree and church lighting will attract street drinkers. Restricting access of
lorries and removal of parking bays improves school run.
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 Likes the removal of fish in middle of the park. Likes table tennis.
 Remove the fish - dangerous. Large bench better with back rests. More benches better
than steps.
 Couldn’t pick up the Wi-Fi. Like the table tennis.
 Climbing frame, half pipe, small ramps.
 Dangerous Astroturf in winter. Don't like removal of disabled bays. Indifferent to most
changes. Came especially to see the pilot as had read about it in the local paper
 Don't like removal of disabled bays. Problematic as a wheelchair user. Can't let dog out
due to the café. Want more resident parking.
 Pedestrinise the road, better for kids make Ann Street more permanent include stage
 Cheaper parking needed in the London Road area.
 Nice seating areas.
 Nice improvements.
 I liked the ping pong, the seating and the green areas.
 Very good improvements to the area.
 Peaceful, looks chilled, positive atmosphere and nice changes.
 Doing a good job.
 Ping pong, nice open spaces.
 Really like art wall and seating. Don't like that the grass is not real - it is difficult to cycle
on. Also don't like that cycle route has been removed. Cycle path along Ann Street is
confusing on the online plans - it doesn't seem to link in with the St Peter's Street.
 Like the lighting as it makes the space more visible - easier to see what's going on. The
Square is awful.
 Discourage drinking.
 Concerned about delivery to shops.
 Removal of fence - hazard. Would like more seating near houses. Removal of parking
bays needs resolving.
 Like the ping-pong table.
 The steps are facing outside, which is not a good view, and it's dangerous for children.
Hope the steps could be facing inside, which is safer.
 Without the fence, it's easy to walk up, and people can sit on the stairs.
 The removal of parking space is nice when I'm not driving and just walking through, but if I
drive, it's not good for me.
 Like the stairs, but there should be more protection for little children from the cars passing
through.
What improvements would you make?
 Introduce fence around the stairs for children's safety. Dogs on lead only.
 Slow down signs for cars.
 Flowers.
 More for kids.
 Better seating, better café facilities, move stage.
 Increase emphasis on community activity, school children. Graffiti art could reflect it.
 Swings/Children play area.
 Remove the graffiti.
 Safety measures for children.
 Possible police presence.
 Put some more public art. Have a permanent shared area. Litter containment programme
(more bins, better retrieval). Lighting is really crucial for safety reasons.
 Continue the project for at least 6 months, before gauging what to do for a permanent
solution.
 Like children's play area.
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Don't know English is second language.
Child focus on events.
Climbing frame for kids - as there is nothing for children.
Play area - swings/slides.
Busking - 3 piece steel band.
More rain cover.
More table tennis tables.
Table tennis, kids play areas for school, sculpture that draws eyes through from Sydney
street north lanes shops.
Seating.
Improve the façade of the back of London road shops.
Keep seating and more events.
Likes art wall concept, not sure about lots of lighting not too much light pollution
Astroturf is random, good idea to turn it into a greenspace with real greenery
Better gardens with flowers, food and drink stand, cut parking fees
Ann Street needs to be worked on, flowers.
repaint and rebuild the corner on Ann Street
It would be great for it be pedestrian and to improve Ann Street.
Needs more things for children, more green.
More permanent seating that can't be stolen. Real grass. Cycle path down to London
Road. More planting/flowers (perennials).
More entertainment for adults/more types of people who come down/something to do with
partners.
Keep ping pong.
Notice board for events.
More seating for elder people 2. some flowers 3. more sculpture to beauty the park 4. bin
for dog pooh.
Should put a sign that dogs not on leads are not permitted in the park. A dog bin would be
nice.
Hope to have more bike rack. A playground for little children.

Resident questionnaire
What do you use the area for:
 My son now likes to play on the stage and I watch him on the steps.
 Get to the shops.
 After school play.
 Had a coffee.
Why do you like area or not?
 I have never used Providence Place be before the changes and myself and my neighbours
love it. Please keep it. You have reclaimed the areas for us from the drug addicts and
drunks. My sons want to play there every day now and the school children love playing on
the stage even in the rain.
 I would rather see this as a car park again to help/prevent people loitering throughout the
night.
 Square - unsure might work in summer.
 Haven't noticed the lighting.
 Seating attracts drunks.
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 In live in Ann Street. Pass it every day. It's disgusting, full of drunks, drug takers. It's a
waste of our money to have it there when we residents need urgent repairs, new ktichens,
bathrooms, I'm disabled. I don't use it, but call Police often as there are drunks, fighting
drug dealers, drug takers. As I said I'm disabled and its very frightening to go past there
may a time. As I said I've been promised for 3 years now by Hyde Martlett that I will be
having a new bathroom and kitchen, but you waste our monies on that park. New England
Street have new bathrooms, kitchens. We still have not. The money should be spent in our
homes in Ann Street. I've lived here 12 years and I have had nothing new been done to my
flat. As I keep saying I have paperwork telling me I am entitled to new kitchen and new
bathroom and new windows. Actually that was 4 years ago. It is absolutely disgusting I am
even get afraid of going to church.
 Removal of fence - maybe dangerous for kids. Didn't know there was free Wi-Fi. Removal
of parking bays - no comment.
 What improvements.
 A bit more supervised. Lots of teenagers playing table tennis all night. Alcoholics also
playing table tennis - keeping young ones awake/
 Less layabouts now but nobody uses the area. No office workers spending time in the
space now - but they were before.
 A lot better at the moment - like pong pong.
 Pedestrianise the street between Anne Street and St Peter's Street. I am more than happy
to drive the long way around to access the car park for the good of the area.
 Lorries have to deliver like it or not. Backing up all the way from Cheapside would block it
up. It would be horrendous noise all the way at any time of night or day.
 As a resident it will be important not to have lorries at all as they start delivering at 5am in
morning till late night so problem sleeping.
 This site has gone from a hang out for "drunks" to full of activity not suitable to all. As an
old disabled person I don't think ones needs or that of old people who live here for 14
years have even been considered.
 Get rid of winos and more child-friendly. Son has used table tennis + riding bike
 Likes the ping pong.
 Small garden for the children - not for the drugs & alcoholic people. Preferred the fence.
Have felt that nothing has changed.
 One half seating and a basketball/football area.
 Evening light music speakers in selected areas. If grass is left why not make flower beds
or small rockeries with little shrubs in.
 Make it a no alcohol zone.
 Please keep table tennis and Wi-Fi.
 More weekend & evening events - for the local community.
St Bartholomew’s School parents survey
 Pre-school children play area especially as Level is closed. Obvious to make it a small play
area - swings, slide, playhouse, sandpit, water play? Adult area would not work. No one
has money in this area and not a nice place to sit. Where has swings etc gone from The
Level - could have easily been moved to Providence Place.
 Maybe put some benches inside the green.
 Get rid of dogs and winos. Regular activities for children.
 No dogs allowed children's park.
 Children's play area. Adult seating.
 Could you remove that lovely 'fish' please? Quite a danger for children. Seating very
important. No drunk people around there. Children can play at park.
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C. Relevant documents
The information provided in the Common Room site assessment report and these
appendices compile information from both 2011 and 2012 surveys. There are additional
documents however that can provide useful information with regard to the context in which
the Common Room proposal was shaped and selected.
These include the documents listed below. These can be accessed via the links provided or
by request to planningprojects@brighton-hove.gov.uk
 Ann Street / Providence Place Gardens Consultation and Site Assessment Report and
Appendices
 Lively Cities Competition exhibition panels.
 Lively Cities Competition Project Brief for Ann Street/Providence Place Gardens
 Lively Cities Competition Public Realm Analysis
 Supplementary Planning Document (SPD0 10 London Road Masterplan (www.brightonhove.gov.uk/index.cfm?request=c1208597)
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